Mt. Bourgeau
July 23rd, 2016

Four years ago, the same year when I set my foot in Canada for the very first
time, I hiked Mt. Bourgeau and it became one of the most memorable hikes in my
life. Gladly, I had a chance to go back to one of my favorite places in Canada.
Leaving Red Deer at 6:00 a.m. we were all (at least I was) excited about the
extremely long day ahead of us.
25km of distance, 1500m of elevation gain with half of it uphill…
There were seven determined hikers: Ron (coordinator), Janice, Mark, Trish,
Jabbar, Gord, Shelly, and Chiho (myself). And Mehrdod joined us since we met
him in the parking lot by chance.
I absolutely loved how it changes its environment as we go on. Starting with lush
forest, we encountered waterfall, wooden bridge, beautiful emerald green lakes
and surrounding meadow, and gentle stream in the valley, as well as lovely
flowers and some pretty colored rocks.
Harvey Pass was the final scramble slope (long!) to the peak, and this was the
hardest part of the hike. Every time I looked up, it seemed never ending…
Proudly, none of us let this tough slope beat us. We all made it to the top J

Although we had to rush back shortly after we arrived at the top and had a quick
lunch due to the sudden blowing wind and cold mist, the excellent 360degree
panorama made me feel grateful and want to come back again someday!
We were back to Red Deer around 10 p.m. just before the Westerner’s fireworks,
which turned out to be a nice lullaby at the night…
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Excellent view from the summit
before wind started…

Group photo on the summit- Cheers!
(* the bottles were borrowed
for the photo lol)

